
llre 2b. Figure 3b contains only 30 
knots, because the !NVEMORY routine 
failed to detect [0 llu emission from the 
others. 

From both figures it Is se%n that the 
regions rrontaining ywmgar knots (filled 
circles) are separated from those con- 
taining older knots (open circles). In Fig- 
ure 3a the correlation between [S i l l  and 
Ha+[N Il] intensities is rather good, but 
older knots are typically brighter in (S I l l .  
However, In Flgm 3b this cornlation L 
poor. Most of the brighter knots in [O IH] 
are young, while this Is wt so for Iq. 

These results qualitively agree with a 
scenario In which the knots am initially 
at a higher ionization level, which then 
decreases with time. However, quantita- 
tive conclusEons am beyond the scope 
of this discusslon which is still based on 
jnoomplete data. 

We have shown that a spectroscopk 
survey of apttcal knots, If combined with 
the p m t  knowledge on their ~VOIU- 
tion, can provide a wealth of information 
on the temporal behaviour of the in- 
teraction of a blast wave with dense and 
compact clumps. Therefore. It might 
represent a useful benchmark for 
theoretical models of this Interaction. 
The next step in this programme is to 
obtain a complete set of spmra for all 
catalogued knots. Intensity information 
on many lines would allow one to see 
how physical quantltla, llke densities 
and temperaturn, evolve with time. A 
further goal is to discriminate those 
specbd features that mostly depend on 
evolutionary phase from those directly 
related to the Intrinsic properties of a 
knot, llke original density, size, etc. . . . 

A detaHed mapping of the radial ve- 
locities of knots Is also planned. With 
Repls's SNR we are at p m t  in the 
paradoxical situation that proper mo- 
tions are known In more detail than ra- 
dial velocities. These two components, 
once combined, will give a &dimension- 
1 picture of the kinematics of this ob- 
ject. Such a study could provide vdu- 
able information on the structure and 
possibly also on the nature of thls rem- 
nant. 

The present advanced $tag9 of our 
investigdon is mostly due to obsmm- 
tions taken at La Sllla. The equipment 
present at la Sllla is particularly suitable 
for a completion of the survey with a 
wasonably short observing time. Multl- 
Object-Spectr~sc~py facillule~ th 
most suitable for oQtimiring o h w i n g  
time when spectra are needed for a 
large number of nearby objects. A prl- 
vat% instrument (but well integraw in La 
Silla environment) like ClGALE Fabry- 
Perot scanning Interferometer from 
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Subarcsecond Structures in Kepler's SNR 
Wmw-band frames of Kepler's SMR 

have been obtained on May 15, 1991, 
using SUSl at the New Technology Tele- 
scope, during an offlclal run devoted to 
imaging and spectroscopy of this object. 
Here we pmmt images of the most 
conspicuous clusters of optical knots. 
These images are based on a 10-min 
exposure frame, taken with a narrow- 
band flher centred on Ha + Iu lies; 
the seeing was 0.7 arcs%. 

After standard reduction, the stellar 
continuum has been subtracted using 
another 1 0-min exposure with an m-line 
narrow-band filter, obtained in similar 
seeing mnditims. Before stellar sub- 
traction the two pdnt-spread furdons 
have been carefulty equalked, taking 
care of degrerding the resolution as little 

as possible. In the resulting Image the 
miduals are about 7% Ipeak-to-peak) of 
the originl stellar images, whHe the see- 
ing has been degrad%d to 0.8 arc=. 

In order to extract details on the fine 
structure of the opticat knots, we d tght- 
ly drnutated an unsharpmasking proce- 
dure. We convolved the Image with a 
gaussian function of 1.8 arc= FWHM, 
and added a constant value of I .5 dmes 
the sky backgrrxrnd. We finatly div(cl& 
the original image by this "mash". The 
effect of such a procedure Is that of 
depressing the diffuse emission, as welt 
as that of compressing the dynamical 
range. The dynamlcai compression 
allows us to see at the same time knots 
that originally were differing in intensity 
even by a factor 100. The mults are 




